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THE SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF ETHICS &ANIMALS�
BEEN ESTABLISHED TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXCHANGE OF INFOR­-�
MATION AND TO PROVIDE ARENAS FOR DISCUSSION AND DEBATE�
BETWEEN THOSE INTERESTED IN ETHICAL QUESTIONS CONCERNIN
HUMAN TREATMENT OF NONHUMAN ANIMALS. , THE SOCIETY DOES� 
NOT TAKE SIDES) AND IS COMMITTED ONLY TO OPEN DISCUSSIO
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SUBSCRIPTIONS: INDIVIDUALS RECEIVE ETHICS &ANIMALS� 
AS MEMBERS OF THE SSEA. , MEMBERSHIPS ARE BY CALENDAR YEAR.�, 
THE INDIVIDUAL DUES FOR 1981 ARE $5.00. , IF AIR MAIL�
DELIVERY IS DESIRED) AN ADDITIONAL $3.00,  IS ADDED.,�
INSTITUTIONS (LIBRARIES) UNIVERSITIES) ETC.) ARE NOT�
ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP) WHICH IS LIMITED TO BIOLOGICAL�
INDIVIDUALS) BUT MAY SUBSCRIBE TO ETHICS &ANIMALS�
AT THE RATE OF $7.00 FOR 1981 (PLUS $3.00 IF AIR MAIL�
DELIVERY IS REQUIRED). MEMBERS JOINING) OR INSTITUTIONS�
SUBSCRIBING) AT ANY POINT WITHIN A YEAR WILL RECEIVE THE�
COMPLETE VOLUME FOR THAT YEAR.� 
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